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Abstract. In this paper we investigate how users can be perceived on
Twitter by looking at a selection of tweets, and how the type of per-
sonality traits and language can effect trust. We present participants
with a selection of tweets and gather their initial opinions of the Twitter
users presented by using a Likert scale1 and free text box for participants
to share their opinions, hosted on Microsoft forms. This paper presents
preliminary results based on the data gathered from a questionnaire cre-
ated by the researcher, highlighting factors that impact how participants
perceived the Twitter users. It was found that participants valued content,
profile pictures and the display name more than likes and retweets. They
did not like the more aggressive or opinionated users and had more of a
neutral or positive reaction to the more light-hearted users.
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1 Introduction

With the increased popularity of social media platforms, such as Twitter, comes
an increase in social media bots and the spread of misinformation[1]. Twitter
is an open platform which has made the creation and automation of bots easy
for users to set up and post tweets on their behalf. Misinformation is a growing
problem on social media, especially during the pandemic era, as discussed by H.
Rosenberg et al. [2], so it is important to understand factors that impact what
users trust on social media, when and why they share information.

Understanding trust in social media is vital, including assessing factors which
make users want to tweet, retweet or like certain pieces of information or news, and
what are users more sceptical about. If we can pin-point different characteristics or
personality traits, this could help determine factors that lead to how information
spreads around social media. In this paper we want to investigate the spread of
information and factors that make users more or less likeable and how a select set
of tweets from a user can be perceived. We hope the outcome of this experiment
will give us an insight as to the type of language and personality traits that
participants find most trustworthy and engaging when using social media. The
outcome of this experiment could lead to further work including how fake news
spreads on social media, and how misinformation can spread due to a large
number of users retweeting incorrect information.

1 https://www.simplypsychology.org/likert-scale.html
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2 Background and relevant literature

The motivation behind this study is to understand trust within social media,
with a focus on why a Twitter user may be perceived as more or less trustworthy.
One particular area of interest is how the language used can alter our perceptions
of a user, and whether it can make a tweet more appealing to like or retweet.
With the growth of social media in recent years, studies have emerged looking
at personality and perception on social media, as discussed by Qiu L. et al [3].
In this paper they looked at measuring the big 5 personality traits by collecting
tweets from users over a 1 month period to observe if personalities can manifest
in micro-blogging, the chosen social media platform for this study was Twitter.
It was found that Out of the 5 traits only agreeableness and neuroticism could
be judged accurately, they judged these traits by associating posts with specific
linguistic markers, and observers rated the participants’ personality of the basis
of their tweets.

Another study that focused on predicting the big 5 personality traits from
social media posts was discussed by Azucar, D et al [4] in which their research
aimed to develop automated methods to extract and analyse these digital foot-
prints to predict personality traits. In this study they conducted a series of
meta-analyses to determine the predictive power of digital footprints collected
from social media over big 5 personality traits, finding that the accuracy of
predictions is consistent across big 5 traits, and that accuracy improves when
analyses include demographics and multiple types of digital footprints. Both of
the papers discussed motivated our research and help to highlight the importance
of personality on social media and how it can be measured.

Research conducted by D. Sterrett et al. [5] discuss what news to trust on
social media and how social media platforms are becoming increasingly popular
news sources. It was found that two cues could impact opinions of news on social
media: the trustworthiness of the person who shares a story and the credibility
of the news outlet reporting the story. This research was part of the motivation
behind our study, highlighting how news can spread around social media and
what factors can effect its trustworthiness. One of the interesting areas focused
in this study is if people are more likely to trust an article on social media if it is
shared by a public figure they trust than by one they do not trust.

These studies highlight the importance of understanding personality types
on social media, by researching and understanding areas around predicting
personality on social media [6] and who to trust we were motivated to create
this study. Our hypothesis for this study is that users who come across as having
strong personalities or strong views will generate stronger opinions and be more
actively disliked than those who share more typical, ‘mundane’ posts.

3 Method

3.1 Procedure

For this study it was decided that a quick and effective way of collecting insightful
results in a relatively short period of time was a questionnaire, this is the best
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platform to gather the information we wanted to analyse. We decided to use
Microsoft forms as a link to a form can be easily created and shared, results
gathered on this platform can easily be exported to an excel file for analysis and
it had the functionality to have a Likert scale and optional free text responses.

A questionnaire was designed and created by the researcher to gather opinions
about how Twitter users are perceived by a number of random participants. To
execute this, a range of fake users and tweets were created based on research
on how users interact on Twitter and generating believable tweets, which were
then created to look like a genuine screen shot from Twitter by using tweetgen2.
Research conducted behind the creation of these tweets was based on observing
language and interactions between a range of users, from public figures to users
who have few followers that post regularly, and verified users. We created a range
of fake users with different views, characteristics and personalities, a mix of profile
pictures or no profile pictures, randomly generated names and a variation of likes
and retweets to make the accounts as genuine as possible. A bot account and a
troll account were created to observe how participants perceived these users and
if they are more sceptical of them, or even acknowledge that they might be a
troll or bot.

The participants were shown 5 random tweets by each fake user then filled
out a Likert scale, answering questions based on if they trusted the user or would
retweet any of the tweets from that user, questions used can be seen in Figure 1.
At the end of the questionnaire a free text option was provided for participants
to discuss any thoughts they had while reading the Tweets and if there were
any factors that impacted their responses. This free text option is designed to
provide more information as to how the selected Twitter users were perceived
and any specific features that may make them stand out. After gathering this
information from the responses, we have gathered a wide range of information
that can be analysed using various text processing techniques such as removing
punctuation and stop words in order to finalise the term frequency.

3.2 Participants

The participants in this experiment were recruited by using a Snowball sampling
procedure[7] and posting about the questionnaire on social media. A total of 75
participants filled out the questionnaire, including 44 responses to the first free
text option and 55 responses to the second free text option. This experiment
was not aimed at a particular demographic, we aimed for a mixture of Twitter
and non-Twitter users to ensure we could gain a range of responses. A brief
description of the experiment was given to the users before they were shown any
tweets, giving them a basis of what to expect from the questionnaire ensuring they
understood what they were consenting to. We requested the participants email
address in case they wished to withdraw their responses from the experiment
at any time. No other personal or demographic information was gathered to
ensure participant anonymity. Participants were not informed that the users

2 https://www.tweetgen.com/create/tweet.html
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presented in this experiment were fake until the end of the questionnaire during
the debrief, this deception was intended so that the participants started the
experiment believing they were real users and provide genuine responses to the
content. This experiment received the universities ethical approval, following
the appropriate guidelines and ensuring no personal data was gathered from the
participants unless absolutely necessary.

4 Preliminary results

4.1 Quantitative results

As part of the data collection, participants filled out a Likert scale answering 8
different questions after they had read through 5 tweets from each different user,
10 users in total. Some of the questions for this section include asking participants
if they would retweet this user, if they trust the information discussed and if they
think the users are a social media bot or troll, the participant then selects their
responses between ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly agree’ as shown in figure 1.
All 75 participants responded to each of these questions.

Fig. 1: Result from likert scale

From the results it was found that participants generally had the same
responses to not liking, trusting or wanting to retweet tweets of the the Twitter
accounts that expressed very strong views. For example the results shown in
Figure 1 is from a user who expressed very strong controversial political views,
showing that there was a majority response to each questions implying that most
participants viewed them in the same way. The Twitter users that shared more
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personal information had more of a neutral responses compared to users who
were sharing information or expressing political views. The Twitter user that was
created to resemble a bot was overall mostly viewed as a bot by the participants
(65.3%), though not everyone agreed. There was more of a positive or neutral
responses to the cat account (an account made to look like it is the cat tweeting
rather than a human) and the users that appeared to be younger. Though there
was nothing to specify the exact ages of any of these Twitter users, participants
assumed that if they looked younger in their profile pictures then it was actually
them and a few participants made comments comparing how they viewed the
‘younger’ users compared to the ‘older’ users.

Overall most users had a mixed results, but generally there was a majority
response for each user if the participants found them to be trustworthy or not
and if they would share any of their tweets. The cat account, example in figure
2a was most trustworthy (28% agree - strongly agree), the account that came
across as very right wing, Sully in figure 2b came across as the least trustworthy
(94.5% disagree - strongly disagree).

Fig. 2: Examples of tweets used in the experiment

(a) Tweet from ‘human pretending to
be their cat’ account

(b) Tweet from ‘old right wing male’
account

4.2 Qualitative results

For the analysis of results gathered from the free text option of the questionnaire,
we looked at term frequency for each response and looked for any common factors
that participants mentioned which could have impacted their response. Out of
the 75 participants that filled out the questionnaire, 44 responded to the free
text option giving them the opportunity to discuss any further information they
could share about the users that impacted their responses to the questions. The
second free text option was to gain information from participants about if there
were any factors such as profile picture or number of likes that affected their
responses. The results of the term frequency analysis can be seen in tables 1a for
the first responses and 1b for the factors.
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While analysing the text responses from participants it was noted that
these tweets generated some fairly aggressive responses, with some participants
providing feedback such as “Most users were thick as shit” and “these people
suck, twitter is just filled with the insane babblings of children and idiots”. A
lot of the negative responses provided by the participants were due to the overly
opinionated and political accounts, however they felt more positively towards
the more light-hearted and ‘fun’ accounts. There were several participants that
stated they do not regularly use Twitter and do not see the purpose in it. Results
also showed a mixture of participants considering likes and retweets while others
did not acknowledge they were there, a lot of people appeared to focus on the
content of the tweets rather than the users profile. It was also mentioned regularly
that grammar and spelling effected how a lot of participants felt about the users,
with several participants mentioning that they did not like users that used strong
language or had frequent spelling mistakes. Most participants preferred a ‘genuine’
looking profile image rather than one that looked like a stock image photo or
no profile photo. Profile photos are the only way participants might assume the
age of the user, some participants expressed that they disliked how the ‘older’
users came across compared to the ‘younger’ users however the age of the users
is never mentioned, participants based this purely on information provided like
profile picture or making assumptions based on the content of the tweets. One
participant stated they are more likely to trust users who shared the same views
as them, implying they would share information regardless of where it comes
from if it is something they already believe. Word clouds were created from the
free text results after removing stop words as a visual representation of the key
elements participants mentioned, as shown in figure 3a and 3b. Figure 3b shows
the key factors that impacted their responses were likes, profile pictures, content
and discussion around potential bot accounts.

Fig. 3: Wordclouds created using responses from the questionnaire

(a) Further thoughts on users (b) Factors that impact responses
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5 Conclusion and future work

Overall the preliminary results of our study show us that there are specific factors
that impact how a user is portrayed based on what and how they share posts
on social media. Our research identified that a user’s profile picture and the
actual content of their tweets are the two most significant factors in determining
whether a user will share a post on social media. The language, spelling and
grammar will play a role in the user’s decision making process. This information
is key when understanding what makes a user more attractive, engaging and why
other social media users would interact with them.

Based on the preliminary results from this experiment, we have gained an
insight into some of the key factors that play a role in how a Twitter user might be
perceived based on a small sample of what they might discuss on Twitter. After
a more in-depth analysis is carried out on these results, it could lead to further
experiments around deception; if participants have a certain expectation before
viewing users tweets does this alter their perception of the person, leading into
a discussion on the halo effect[8] in social media. An experiment like this could
include creating a similar questionnaire to the one generated for this experiment,
but populated only with bots, can we deceive participants into thinking bots
are actual users and vice versa? This has the potential to lead into more work
covering how bots are perceived on social media and if people can find a bot
trustworthy. Future experiments similar to this also open up new paths to further
text and sentiment analysis, looking at how language used can alter the sentiment
of a social media post.
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Table 1: Term frequency for how many times a word was used in the free text
responses

Thoughts

Word Word count

tweet 23

users 16

twitter 12

people 11

information 11

account 10

bot 8

user 7

political 7

follow 7

views 6

felt 6

content 6

none 5

social 5

media 5

across 5

agree 5

news 5

interesting 4

posting 4

politics 4

aggressive 4

things 4

come 4

opinions 4

5g 4

cat 4

though 4

different 4

(a) Thoughts

Factors

Word Word count

like 34

user 27

tweet 23

bot 22

profile 16

picture 15

would 14

language 14

didnt 14

think 13

content 12

account 11

used 11

blue 10

also 10

definitely 9

aggressive 9

twitter 9

retweets 8

really 8

grammar 7

number 7

look 7

likely 7

views 6

spelling 6

verified 6

dont 6

people 5

posts 5

(b) Factors


